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Areas affected

Carjack

Car theft

Armed robbery

Kidnap

Civil unrest/Protest

(Armed) violence

Carjack Car theft Armed robbery Kidnap Civil unrest/Protest (Armed) violence TOTAL PERCENTAGE

Victoria Island 1 1 2 0.04

Ikoyi 3 1 4 8 0.14

Lagos Island 7 1 3 6 17 0.3

Lekki 4 8 7 1 10 23 53 0.92

Mainland South 1 21 375 2 8 16 423 7.37

Mainland North 27 227 1932 3 73 103 2365 41.23

TOTAL 32 263 2318 7 96 152 2868 50

5734 100

LAGOS ORGANIZED CRIME FACTS FOR 2020
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Filled with the amazement of magnificent
aesthetics unfolding from Magodo and
Ikeja GRA through the Banana Island of
Ikoyi to Victoria Garden City waterfalls,
the serene greenery, exotic waterfalls,
harmonious tunes emitted in the air by the
happy birds and a well-planned landscape,
Lagos State presents to the eye, the biblical
garden of Eden where its inhabitants know
no sorrows.

Overwhelmed by the alluring beauty that
beholds the eye, every person that passes
through the state desires nothing more
than residing in this heaven on earth.
Hence, Lagos State’s population has grown
over the years to up to its present
14.4million inhabitants. However, as the
famous adage has, “there Is no free food in
Freetown”, most of the citizens who were
unable to meet up or sustain the standard
of living their area of residence portrays or
meet up with expectations find themselves
joining willingly or unconsciously one form
of crime or the other.

Crime is an action or omission that
constitutes an offence and is punishable by
law. Organized crimes ranges in severity
and frequency from car theft, fraud and
cybercrime, cultism, armed violence and
robbery, civil unrest, sexual and gender-
based-violence to banditry, terrorism,
piracy, maritime and kidnapping, mostly
for ransom. Organized crime undermines a
nation’s developmental prospects and its

ability to strengthen democratic
institutions and accountability.

Organized crime represents a segment of
transnational, national, or local groupings
of highly centralized organizations run by
criminals to engage in illegal activity,
mostly for profit. Some criminal
organizations, such as terrorist groups, are
more often than not, politically motivated.
Organized crime in Nigeria includes
activities by fraudsters, bandits, drug
traffickers and racketeers that spread
across Western Africa. Nigerian criminal
gangs rose to prominence in the 1980s,
owing much to the globalization of the
world’s economies and the high level of
lawlessness and corruption in the country.

According to the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, Nigerian criminal
enterprises are the most notable of all
African criminal enterprises comprising
the most aggressive and expansionist
international criminal groups, operating in
more than 80 countries globally,
establishing themselves on all populated
continents.



Lagos State takes a pivotal role in the

Nigerian economy and ranks as the

nation’s commercial nerve centre, as it

occupies the epicentre of economic

activities. The Lagos Gross Domestic

Product [GDP] accounts for over 26.7%

of Nigeria’s total GDP and more than

50% of non-oil GDP. Reports ascribe over

50% of Nigeria’s non-oil industrial

capacity to be domiciled Lagos.

Furthermore, Lagos is also Nigeria’s

financial hub as it accounts for over 80%

of the country’s foreign trade flows and

generates over 50% of Nigeria’s port

revenues. As the economic, financial and

commercial nerve centre of Nigeria and

the ECOWAS, most banks deem it fit to

situate their headquarters within the

state. Therefore, studying organized

crime in Nigeria, it is not surprising that

Lagos would most readily come to mind.

From the statistics above, deductions

show that in Lagos State, Victoria Island,

Ikoyi, Lekki, and Lagos Island are

relatively secured places to stay either

during tourism or as residents. The

peculiarities of the security incidents

recorded in Lekki may lend itself to the

one-off aftermath effects of #ENDSARS-

protest that trended during the year under

review, 2020. It may not be far from the

truth to presume that during the 10

protests that ravaged Lekki, infamous

characters may have infiltrated the crowd

of peaceful protesters to constitute a

nuisance in obstructing the erstwhile

peace of the region to increase the

insecurity incidents to 4 carjacks, 8 car

theft, 7 armed robbery and 23 violent

acts. The assertion’s premise lends itself

to the characteristics of insecurity

incidents in the surrounding areas been

next to negligible under all parameters.

Statistics further reveal that though

Mainland South suffers incessant armed

robbery attacks, Mainland North area

constitutes the most significant security

threat undermining the state’s activities.

All insecurity threats are prominently

visible within Mainland North, making it

the state’s hotspot zone to focus more

on.

A review of the security threats plaguing

the state shows that terrorism/Boko

Haram/ISWAP is alien to the state

probably due to the absence of bushes

and forests or zero-tolerance to insecurity

Lagos State Government. Hence, why

kidnapping is unacceptable within the

state and has a negligible number of 7

recorded for the entire year 2020 under

review as the Governor always nib-in-the-

bud in advance all security threats.



In other to address the security

challenges in Lagos State, Governor

Sanwo-Olu at the 14 Annual Town Hall

Meeting with the theme: “ Lagos Security

Resilience in the Face of Adversity” at the

Civic Centre, Victoria Island on Thursday,

December 3, 2020, stated that the state

had earmarked N32.76billion in the 2021

Appropriation Bill for security. He added

that the challenges faced had tasked the

government's resilience and crisis

management capabilities, but the state

has remained resolute.

The Governor further reiterated that the

Lagos State Government would commit

N9.16billion to social protection to

critically address other contributors to

crime such as youth unemployment,

substance abuse and poor education as it

is easier to prevent crime than to control

it.

In conclusion, the Governor affirmed that

Lagos State has been able to contain all

significant security threats as seen in the

statistics above. It ranks as one of the

most secure states to reside or visit and

is positioned to prevent law and order

degeneration in the future.
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